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研究解説

Magnetic Levitation: A Challenge for Control Design in Mechatronics
磁気浮上:メカトロニクスにおける制御設計の試み

Hannes BLEULER*
ハネス

ブロイレル

Magnetic levitation is classiBed and it is shown that the illdustrially apploed active levitatioIl is a
typicalmechatronics system･ The important control problems for active magnetic bearings are
then presented and current researchareas are indicated･

1. Jntroductjon: Magnetic Levitation, Active Magnetic
Bearings and Mechatronjcs

MAGLEV, almost never for rotor bearings. Future
developments might see some more applicatioI‑S Of

passive magnetic levitation MAGLEV is not the main
Tbe connection between magnetic levitation alld

topic Of this report･

mechatronics may not seem obvious at first sight･ In view

What characterizes the AMB as a typicalmechatromics

of current industrial applications, however, this connec‑

system? The AMB contains mechanical, electrical and

tion is not only very strong, but active magnetic levitation

electronic components･ The electronic components treat

actually is an excellent example to illustrate what mechat‑

the information abollt mechanical variables obtained

ronics is all about.

from sensors and they act on the mechanical system

In section 2 many different magnetic levitation prlnCi‑
ples are shortly presented. There are passive ones

through actuators, the power ampli丘ers and the electro一

magnets･

(1evitationwithout control) and active ones (those which

The main difference between a mechatronic system and

require closed‑loop control to stabilize tlle levitation). In

a simple electro‑mechanical system is the informatioll

todays illdustrial applications the active types by far

processlng Capability built into the electronics and the

outnumber the passive types precisely because of their

embedding of this capability in the sensor‑Controller‑

mechatronics speci丘C character.

actllatOr feedback path･ The controller, now usually

Therefore, from the application point Of view, "magne‑

digital, contains the "intelligence" of the system in its

tic levitation" has become almost synonym with "active

software, i.e. the ability to intelligently react and adapt to

magnetic bearing" (AMB), the topic of this report. The

operating conditions in the widest seTISe･

term bearing lS usually used for rotor bearings, where

Thus

mechatronics

can

be

de負ned

as

an

electr0‑

most applications are found, althoughother applications

mechanicalsystem with sensors, information processing

of magnetic levitation are important as well･ Magnetic

capability and actuators･ To design a mechatronics

levitation for vehicles is usually called MAGLEV, there

system, skills in many different丘elds are necessary･ The

are much less comercial realizations of MAGLEV than of

followlng list contains the most important ones, the Brst

AMBs･ The basic levitation principles are the same for

four being basic to any mechatronic system:

MAGLEV and AMBs,althoughin application oriented

mechanical englneenng ,

englneerlng the two

electrical englneerlng

免elds bave grown distinctively

different･ For instance, MAGLEV are usually larger in

electronics

size, use larger al一 gaps, have different disturbance forces

control englneerlng

and use acceleration sensors on the levitated object.

software englneerlTlg

Passive levitation schemes are sometimes applied for
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It is seen that AMBs丘t perfectly into this definition of a
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0ther types of reluctance force levitation are passive
and have thus found far less applications. Repellent

mechatronic system.

The unique advantages of AMBs are the absence of any

forces are achieved eitherwith permanent magnets or

mechanical contact, controllable dynamics, Operation

with diamagnetic material. Repellent permanent magnets

without wear and thus drastically reduced maintenallCe

do not allow contact‑free support in all six mechanical

cost, highrotational speeds, integration of complete

degree of freedom of a rigid body.

systems, new design possibilities. Cu汀ent industrial

Diamagnetic effects are usually so weak that they are

applications of AMBs include vacuum and clean room

only of academic interest (Fig. 2 type 3). There are two

technology, machine tools for high precision and high

important exceptlOnS: For very small scales or with super

performance , turbomachines.

conductors, practical diamagnetic levitation is possible.

After a brief oveⅣiew of (active and passive) magnetic

Maybe best known is the Meissner Ochsenfeld effect of

levitation pnnciples in section 2, this report describes wi一y

superconductors. This levitation type (Fig. 2 type 4) is a

control design for AMBs is particularily challenging

diamagnetic effect, since superconducting material can be

(section 3).

described as having zero magnetic permeability･
Tuned LC bearings2): This is a passive electromagnetic

2. PrjncjpJes of Magnetic Levitation

bearing (Fig. 2 type 2). It has been extensively used for

I

lt is proposed to distinguish eight magnetic levitation

gyros in aerospace applications in the 1960S. The opera‑

prlnCiples which can be divided into two main groupsl)･

tion pnnciple is the followlng: The inductance of an

The first group operates with materials of different

electromagnet varies ill function of the air gap between

magnetic permeability p･ the magnetic force involved is

rotor and magnet. This inductance can be included in a

usually called reluctance force. The second group is based

LC circuit alld excited by an AC power source slightly off

し

direcltly on Lorentz force
f‑ixB

(1)

with the electric current i and the magnetic触X denslty

月.

The reluctance force devices include what is here called

the "classical" AMB with an electromagnet, a gap sensor
and a control loop to stabilize the levitated position (Fig.

1)･ This type (Fig･ 2 type 1) bag by found most practical
applications, the active control loop lS tO be considered

not as a drawback, but as an asset of this levitation
system, glVlng lt its unlque advantages.

Fig･ 1 Functional prlnCiple of the classical AMB

..∴.. ･Jt･き

Type
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4

Fig･ 2 Reluctance force magnetic levitation prlnCiples
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resonance in such a way, that it approaches resonance

meanlngless for Lorentz forces which are transverse to

when the rotor moves away from the eleclromagnet.

the air gap･ This is why we use "levitation" in a wider

Approaching resonance will result in a current increase

sense for all kinds of contacトfee support･

which, in turn, Will produce a restorlng force on the rotor･

The control force direction of such bearlngS depellds on

A positive stiffness can thus be obtained, although the

the angular position of rotor magnetic月ux, an additional

stiffness is not very high. The main drawback of such

rotational phase sensor is therefore necessary and the

bearings has been the complete lack of damplng, Which is

control algorithm is more complex than in the case of the

why they have to be externally (mechanica一ly) damped.

classical AMB.

According to the mechatronics definition above. such a

such a bearlng has been builtj)･ The combination of

bearing WOuld be an electr0‑mechanical and not a

motor and bearlng ln a Slngle unit is most interestlng for

mechatronics system, similar to an electric motor, as it

industrial applications as it results in space savlng･ A

has no sensors and no information processlng･

similar combination is conceivable for the induction

The active Lorentz‑force bearings, in the second group
of magnetic levitation devices, work in a manner very

motor. These two bearlng types are listed as type 7 and
type 8 infig4.

similar to most electrical machines. In a synchronous

Moving coil levitation is of course possible, but it has

machine the rotor is magnetized and the driving torque

not been studied for rotor levitation as it would requlre

(force couple) is composed of Lorentz‑force components

either a current source and a controller on the rotor or

actlng On the current distribution in the stator windings･

some way of transmittlng Signi丘cant amounts of current to

by changing the arrangement of the stator current且ow, it

the rotor･ A sliding contact would destroy many advan‑

is possible to exert not only a couple, but a radial force

tages of contact free levitation.

component as well (Fig･ 3)･ In order to obtain stable

In addition, there are two passive types of Lorentz‑

levitation, a gap sensor and a control loop has to be

force levitation listed as type 5 and type 6 in Fig･ 4･ In

provided. just as for the classical AMB. It is also seen that

type 5, levitation occurs only at high relative motion

the distinction between "levitation''and …suspension"

between rotor and stator･ This type is intensively investi一

(repellent or attractive forces respectively) becomes

呈ated for certain MAGLEV vehicles･ For this applica‑

tion, low‑temperature superconducting magnets are cur‑
rently necessary on the vehicle in order to achieve

sufhcientfield strengths. Passive levitation starts at about
100 km/h.

The relative motion can be replaced by AC power (type
Fig. 3

Type

5

Type
Fig･ 4
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6)･ If no superconductors are used, the eddy current

Active Lorentz‑force bearlng PnnC】Ple
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Type7

Lorentz‑force levitation pr】cIPle
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losses of this bearing type are prohibitively high for

estimator pole placement can be studiedJt is seen how

practical application, levitation takes place only a short

the apparent freedom of design exists only ln theory.

time･ Induction melting of levitated probes is however

Once confronted with a practical system, the choices

possible.

become very limited and great skill is needed to血d the

Industrial magnetic levitation is dominated by the type

1 uclassical" AMB, that is with an active control loop･

design best suited to a glVen System and colltrOller
hardware.

The next section shortly describes the control task and its

Control realization is mostly digital for obvious

challenges･ The other two active bearing types (7 and 8)

reasons. For magnetic bearing systems the influence of

need a similar control with some additional features not

time delay is felt very severly because of the importance

described here.

of the damplng force component･ This component is a
lead‑compensator, the veloclty Slgnal has a 900 phase lead

3. The Contro一 of AMB8

over the displacement slgnal･ Any delay between Input
3.1 Stabilizing the HighJy Unstable Plant

and output (AD‑DA conversion, Calculation, wait‑cycles)
directly decreases this phase lead and signi丘cantly de‑

A conventional mechanical support is characterized by

teriorates the damplng effect of an …ideal" Controller･

stiffness and damplng･ Stiffness is the coefBcient between

This is why we have used signal processors for AMB

displacement and the reaction force of the deformed

control･ The reduction of samplng time and timellag from

support, the root of the ratio of stiffness to mass de丘nes

the range of a few milliseconds to about 100 FL See is very

an oscillation frequency and the damping (force‑velocity

signiAcant even for relatively heavy mechanical equlP一

factor) quantifies the time‑Constant of the fading out of

meれt where one would otherwise excpect "slow" time

the free mechanical vibration.

constants.

Mechanical stiffness is a force opposed to displace一

ment･ A magnet behaves diffei'ently, it attracts a body

The linearization is treated in the followlllg manner. As
well known, the magnetic bearing characteristics is

more the closer it gets. This force, directed in the same

described by highly nonlinear equations relating force,

direction as the displacement, is the source of the

current and displacement･ Neglectlng leakage触Ⅹ and

fundamental instability of the equilibrium polnt Of a

hysteresis and assuming all magnetization energy is

permanent magnet or an open‑loop electromagnet･ The

concentrated in the air gap, the followlng basic equation

controller has to compensate for this destabilizing nega‑

can be obtained:

tive stiffness and then, in addition, provide some positive

stiffness of its own･ Moreover it has to provide the

i2

f‑石完済

(2)

damplng force･ Due to nonlinearities, the system with

with magnetic force f, coil current i, nominalair gap xo,

stiffness alone will not behave as a simple sprlng‑mass

displacement x as shown in Fig. 5.

oscillator, it will instantly go into unstable vibration,

especially if highstiffness is desired.
As the sensor usually measures the gap, damping has to

A strict linearization of formula (2) in the controller
would requlre Square root functions and a multiplier. This
is however not a good solution The square一丁oot function

be created by differentiating the displacement slgnal･ This

has in丘nite slope in the orlgln, Which in practice would

is sensitive to noise in the sensor slgnals and the

require infinite gain in the operating point i=0 (orf=0).

differentiator has to be carefully designed for good

This is of course not realizable, the englneer doing this

results･ Control hardware and cutoff frequency of the

has pasted over a fundamental hardware problem by

controller need to be adapted to glVen plant and the

software tinkering.

desired performance.

A better approach is to note that the system becomes

A better method to obtain a veloclty Slgnal is the state

estimator, a standard control layout method. AMB
control provides a good experimental platform to practice

Airgap I o

state feedback and state estimation in a "real world''

environment･ Tlle trade‑Off of higher complexlty Versus

i

better performance of the state estimator as compared
with a PD control can be investigated and the in剖uence of

Fig･ 5

J Displacement I

Variables for magnetic bearing equations
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uncontrollable in the point i‑0･ This operating point Can

depend olHOtation sprrd･ Second, there are strong, but

be compared to a slngular polnt in robotics kinematics

well structured disturbance forces such as the unbalance

and it is better to redesign the system to avoid such a

effects.

polnt･ Therefore, magnetic bearings are usually operated

The behavior of a rotor with its forward and backward

with a bias current. Linearization is done around the new

whirl motion is of course well known in classical rotordy‑

operating POlnt Without problems, a square‑root

namics. The AMB Control englneer must be familiar with

linearization is then unnecessaryalthoughthe true force‑

the fundamenlals of rotordynamics. The possibilities of

current characteristics is still a parabola and not a staight

determlnlng the bearing properties through the controller

line.

software opens up a whole丘eld of studies which has all

old tradition aHhe IIS through the works of the Higuchi
3.2

EJastic Rotor, Non‑Mjnjmum Phase System

Lab.
High stiffness means high controller gal血s Which in turn

Keywords to be mentioned in this context are periodic

means that potentially much energy lS Put into the system

learn1ng COntrOl, adaptive control, feed‑forward com‑

over the actuator･ Realizing highbearing stiffness is

pensation･ Recent publications are 6) and 7)･ It is obvious

therefore sensitive and difacult to realize. The main

that optlmalresults are obtained only by five‑tuning the

problem in highstiffness magnetic bearing control comes

controller hardware and software uslng all the knowledge

from the fact that a rigid‑body model forthe rotor is not

available.

suitable. The structuralelasticity of the rotor is not

General procedures are not enough･

neglectable, highstiffness AMBs designed forrigid rotors
3.4

will excite bending modes of the rotor.

Position‑SensorJess Active Bearings

The mechanical model of a rotor including stmctural

Up to now, Coil current i was treated as control

bending elasticity Increases from order 8‑10 to at least 20

variable, i･e･ Input Variable to the plant･ Of course, every

or more･ Accurate modellingwill requlre a knowledge of

electrical englneer knows that for the magnetic bearing as

FEM techniques and a good feeling for mechanical

an inductive load, the current i is a state variable and not

englneerlng Issues. One has to dealmore deeplywith

an Input Variable･ lt is physically impossible to achive a

modeuing and control, for instance orderィeduction, spill

step in the current. The true Input Variable is voltage and

over effects, identi丘cation. State feedbackwithfull‑order

not current･ In an improved modelling, all coil cu汀entS

obseⅣer is only a theoretical solution, more generalized

are state variables and the order of the system is

output feedback methodswith restrictions on controller

accordingly lnCreaSed･

The control englneer thus has to decide, when the

structure have to be used.

Even modem robllSt COntrOl layout methods such as

simpli丘cation of treating the cu汀ent aS lnput is feasible

〃00quickly show their limits. One of the main dif丘culties

and when the more complex voltage‑1nput model has to

comes from the fact that the transfer

function from

be used･ It seems that there are many potential advan‑

actuator to sensor or from actuator to effector of an

tages of using voltage as Input Variable and a thorough

elastic structure is non‑minimum phase, 1.e. it contains

assessment of the situation is one of the most presslng

zeros in the complex right half plane. A physical

issues where very little work has been done.

inte叩retation of this is the followlng: Exponentially

A most interesting spln‑Off of voltage controlled

increaslllg lnpllt Slgnals can be found, which, when actlng

bearing is the position sensor‑less AMB. lt has been

at the actuator, cannot be detected at the output. The

found8),9) thaHhis plant is observable from current

control of such systems is known to be especially difBcult,

measurement alone･ Two such bearings have been reaレ

even for the most modern and generalized methods, as

ized and they show very promising features such as high

was recently aknowledged by one of the main authors

static load, minimal hardware and potential for virtual

behind the soICal1ed upost‑modernn control theories4)･5)

zero‑power control･ Although once tllned, they are
robust to disturbance forces and noise, the tunlng Of the

3.3

Rotor Dynamics and Unbalance Treatement

controller of such bearings IS Still very difBcult and it may

The lleXt Challenge to AMB control englneer Comes
from the rotordynamics･ Two effects are of special

interest･ First, the plant model and the elgenValues
20

be called a true challenge to the control englneer･
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4. ConcJusjon
The purpose of this paper was to show that AM石

development is far from being a "closed" chapter･ There
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